The motion of linear and circular DNA molecules is studied under pressure driven buffer flow in a 50 nm slit channel with arrays of transverse 150 nm deep nanogrooves. Transport occurs through two states of propagation unique to this nanogroove geometry: a slow, stepwise groove-to-groove translation called the 'sidewinder' and a fast, continuous tumbling across the grooves, the 'tumbleweed'. Dynamical transitions between the two states are observed at fixed buffer velocity. Molecules exhibit size-and topology-dependent velocities.
1 confined to a space with a dimension below the polymer's gyration radius, the static conformation of the chain will be extended perpendicular to the confinement axis and the chain entropy will be reduced. In sufficiently small nanochannels, e.g. DNA will spontaneously stretch [1] [2] [3] [4] , creating an extension along the channel linear with the molecule contour length 5 . Nanochannel devices are thus a convenient platform for performing physical mapping of DNA 6, 7 . In addition, varying confinement in a chip will create global entropy variation and hence free energy gradients that can locally trap DNA, i.e., entropic trapping 8, 9 , or drive DNA from confined to open regions of a chip, i.e., entropic recoil 10 . In this letter we present a device that combines such local manipulation of DNA conformation with entropic trapping 8 . It consists of an array of 150 nm deep and 75 nm to 600 nm wide nanogrooves in the bottom of an open slit, see Figure 1 . The depth of the slit (d s = 50 nm) is less than the groove depth (d g = 150 nm), so that in equilibrium a molecule is both extended along a groove and entropically trapped in it. As a molecule is only entropically confined, at sufficient buffer flow, it is driven out of its groove. This leads to a unique form of motion in which an extended molecule is driven transverse to its axis of extension.
2
In the classic entropic trapping geometry of Han and Craighead 8 , consisting of traps with lateral dimensions greater than the polymer radius of gyration, the trapped conformation exists in a coil state abutting the slit Figure 2e -f. This coil conformation is approximately that of an unconfined polymer if the field strength in the traps is weak 11 . Larger molecules have a greater probability of escaping the traps than smaller molecules, as larger coils abut a greater slit surface, and hence have a greater probability of forming herniations in the slit that lead to escape 8, 11 . This classic geometry has been utilized to perform size separations for DNA in the 1-100 kbp size range for both batch 12 and continuous flow separation modes 13 .
Our nanogroove geometry, in contrast, alters the confined DNA conformation by extending the molecule in the entropic trap, giving rise to a qualitatively different transport physics. In particular, we observe a new type of self-organized dynamical behavior of a single polymer chain. The hundreds of degrees of freedom of a DNA molecule alternate between a state where an extended DNA molecule can make stochastic hops based on escape of its free ends, which we call the 'sidewinder' (Figure 2c-d) , and a compact highly folded state propagating at constant velocity, which we call the 'tumbleweed' (Figure 2b) . From a fundamental point-of-view, this system demonstrates that features of complex dynamical behavior 14, 15 can arise in the context of motion of a single polymer chain under a constant driving force in a periodic potential landscape.
While pure motion in either state exhibits a size-independent velocity at fixed buffer velocity, the dynamic interplay between the two states creates a size-dependent velocity that can be utilized for separation. In particular, we show that our device can perform separations based on polymer topology: linear and topologically circular DNA molecules of the same size migrate at different speeds in the nanogroove arrays. This is a striking feature unique to the nanogroove geometry: the classic entropic trapping geometry is in principle much less sensitive to polymer topology. While circular DNA has a slightly more compact conformation in bulk than linear DNA, which should lead to an increased trapping lifetime and a lower migration velocity in the classic geometry, the difference is small; the radii of gyration of ideal linear and circular chains differ by only a factor of √ 2 16 .
Molecule dynamics When a solution of DNA is driven through the nanogroove device at buffer velocities below the threshold for escape 17 , a molecule remains extended in the nanogroove while buffer circulates through the slit; see Supporting Information for movie files and experimental conditions. This regime could be used for physical mapping of the extended DNA while performing real-time buffer exchanges. As buffer velocity is slowly increased above the threshold for escape, for linear DNA, end-escape becomes most probable and the molecule will enter the sidewinder state: the escape of a molecule-end prompts a groove-to-groove translation, repeats of which give rise to a motion similar to that of a sidewinder rattlesnake, see Movie2 in Supporting Information.
This state of motion is slow and its average velocity is independent of molecule length, because most time is spent waiting for end-escape to occur.
As buffer velocity is still further increased, herniation of contour from the molecule mid-section into the adjacent groove can occur. At low buffer velocity, contour transport is slow and herniation will most likely lead to a sidewinder transition, see Movie4 in Supporting Information. But if the herniated segment that flows into the adjacent groove, flows there too fast to stretch out in the groove as fast as it arrives, the DNA contour in the groove may locally be folded back on itself.
Such an increase in local base pair concentration increases self-avoidance interactions, hence decreases the free energy differential between DNA in nanogroove and slit, so that this locally folded DNA is locally less confined. Consequently, there is a high probability of additional herniation of contour from this folded region of the molecule, see Movie8 in Supporting Information. Thus, at sufficient buffer speed, once they have formed, regions of folded DNA will tend to remain and self-propagate in a characteristic continuously "tumbling" state of motion: the tumbleweed state.
Reversions of the tumbleweed to the sidewinder occurs, e.g., if an end-escape occurs and pulls contour out of folded segments before they prompt the next herniation.
Alternations between the two states occur during the dynamics, see Movie1 in Supporting Information, with the tumbleweed becoming dominant as the buffer velocity is increased. Moreover, the longer the molecule, the more probable is herniation as opposed to end-escape 18 , and the more likely it is for the molecule to have folded and compressed regions. As observed, the faster 4 tumbleweed state is thus more probable for longer molecules.
Circular DNA can escape via herniation to a circular equivalent of the sidewinder state, see Single molecule analysis Figure 3 shows center-of-mass positions, velocities, and radii of gyration along (R x g ) and perpendicular (R have dwelled longer than 0.9 s, has constant probability of escape per unit time, independent of how long it has been trapped, i.e., escape is a Poisson process. Such a molecules must be in equi-librium with itself in the groove, or its behavior would not be time-invariant. The count of dwell times less than 0.9 s exceeds the number predicted by the exponential distribution. The excess count could be attributed to molecules that were compressed or folded a little when they landed in the grove. This makes them escape with the higher escape rate that folds and compression give rise to, before they have relaxed to equilibrium. This tumbleweed-like feature could make them tumbleweeds, but with sidewinder features, if we used a different cut-off in our classifier of states.
The average velocity of DNA in the sidewinder state is given by ⟨v S ⟩ = p g /τ, where p g is the distance between neighboring grooves. With P S the probability of being in a sidewinder state and P T the probability of being in a tumbleweed state, detailed balance gives P T R T→S = P S R S→T with P S + P T = 1. The molecule velocity is then determined by V = ⟨v S ⟩P S + ⟨v T ⟩P T .
Ensemble analysis Figure 5a shows average velocities as function of buffer velocity for λ -DNA and T4 GT7-DNA in a slit channel with groove arrays of different width w g . The arrays are placed in series to ensure equal buffer velocities in slit regions.
At low buffer velocity, only sidewinders exist and propagation is very slow. As soon as tumbleweeds form, which happens at a length-dependent threshold, they dominate the dynamics since The higher basepair-concentration of circular DNA 19 reduces the free energy difference between contours in the groove and in the slit. Consequently, the escape probability of circular DNA is higher than that of linear DNA. The velocity ratio ⟨v circ ⟩/⟨v lin ⟩ = 8 at v s = 35 µm/s shows that the system can be used for separation of linear and circular molecules; see Movie9 in Supporting Information. This difference is much greater than would be expected for the classic entropic trapping geometry. In the classic geometry, we would expect the mobility µ of linear and circular molecules to differ by no more than 30 %, with the bound arising from the ratio of the radii of gyration of ideal linear and circular chains (
Conclusion We have found and characterized two distinct states of motion, 'sidewinder' and 'tumbleweed', which are observed for both linear and circular DNA molecules in nanogroove arrays. The characteristic features of these states emerge as the many degrees of freedom of the polymer interact repeatedly with the nanotopology. The demonstrated device can be used for molecule filtering, DNA separation, and sample preparation. In particular, it possesses the unique property that motion of DNA in the arrays is sensitive to molecule topology as well as size.
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